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On-Bound Selection Cache Replacement Policy
for Wireless Data Access
Hui Chen, Member, IEEE, and Yang Xiao, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Cache can be used for mobile devices to reduce the usage of limited bandwidth in wireless networks. Ideally, frequently
accessed and infrequently updated data items should be cached and infrequently accessed and frequently updated data items should be
evicted or not cached at all. Most of the existing cache replacement policies adopt only access information so that frequently updated
data items are also cached. As a remedy, we propose a cache replacement policy, called On-Bound Selection (OBS), that uses both data
access and update information. The proposed OBS is inspired by an analytical analysis for a server-based Poll-Each-Read (SB-PER)
and a revised Call-Back (R-CB). The OBS provides an upper bound for effective hit ratio and a lower bound for communication cost. The
proposed scheme is evaluated and compared with a least frequently used (LFU) replacement policy through extensive simulations.
Simulation results show that the OBS outperforms LFU in terms of both effective hit ratio and communication cost.
Index Terms—Cache, replacement policy, wireless networks, access, update, effective hit ratio, communication cost.
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INTRODUCTION

M

OBILE Terminals (MTs) have been used to access
information stored in remote servers through wireless
communication channels. However, wireless channels are
the scarcest and most expensive resource in entire networks.
Cache mechanisms have been introduced to reduce the
bandwidth usage of wireless channels [3], [7], [8], [13], [15],
[20], [27], [29]. In general, a cache mechanism consists of a
cache access algorithm and a replacement policy. A cache
access algorithm defines how a client and its server exchange
messages and data to achieve a certain degree of data
consistency. Examples of cache access algorithms are PollEach-Read (PER) [20], [21], Call-Back (CB) [14], [20], [31], and
Invalidation Report (IR) [3]. Many applications use strong
consistent cache access algorithm [3], [7], [8] to prevent using
stalled data. A replacement policy decides which cached data
item is evicted when an uncached data item is accessed and
the cache is full. Replacement policies affect the overall cache
performance. They are more important to wireless MTs than
to wired terminals since wireless terminals generally have
less cache space than wired ones.
Many cache replacement policies have been proposed for
wired and wireless networks [2], [26], [29], [30]. However,
most of these replacement policies use only data access
information and ignore data update information. Update
information is critical and should not be ignored because an
update makes a cached data item invalid and a cache hit
becomes useless. Two replacement policies [29], [30] have
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been proposed to use both access and update information
with IR schemes. However, their design goal is to reduce
the stretch, a normalized delay, which is not the scarce and
expensive resource in entire networks and is, at least
sometimes, not the best design goal. Furthermore, as
pointed out in [20], IR schemes require broadcasting in
entire networks and are not suitable for implementation in
realistic wireless networks. IR schemes may also require
low layer functions (for example, data link layer) of wireless
network protocols, which may not be available for
implementing caching in upper layer applications (for
example, application layer).
This paper studies cache replacement policies. Our goal
is to design a replacement policy for increasing effective
cache hit ratio and decreasing communication cost as much
as possible. Two update-based strong consistent cache
access algorithms, a server-based PER (SB-PER) and a
revised CB (R-CB), are introduced and they provide both
access and update histories to replacement policies. They
can also be run in application layers and do not rely on
lower layer functionalities of wireless network protocols.
Intuitively, a good replacement policy should evict infrequently accessed but frequently updated data items. We
analytically analyze access and update processes in the
SB-PER and the R-CB. The analysis provides an upper
bound of effective hit ratio and a lower bound of
communication cost. The analytical analysis inspires us
with how infrequently accessed but frequently updated
data items can be chosen. We hence design a replacement
policy, called On-Bound Selection (OBS), to evict infrequently
accessed but frequently updated data items while keeping
frequently accessed but infrequently updated data items
according to the defined bounds. Our proposed OBS
replacement policy is a frequency-based replacement
policy. It is not limited to wireless data access and it is
also applicable to wired networks such as Internet clientserver applications and Web caching.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
shows the network architecture, the data access model, and
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. Wireless network architecture.

several examples of wireless data applications. The SB-PER
and the R-CB access algorithms are introduced in Section 3.
We propose the update-based replacement policy in
Section 4. The analytical model of cache access and update
is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we briefly present our
motivation and comments on cache replacement policies.
Performance evaluation and comparison are given in
Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.

2

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

AND

APPLICATIONS

2.1 Network Architecture Overview
Wireless data applications and services have been provided
on personal communication service (PCS) networks [25]. In
current PCS networks, a service area is divided into a number
of location areas (LAs). An LA is further partitioned into a
number of cells. Each cell has a base station (BS), which
controls many MTs within the cell via wireless links. All of the
BSs within one LA are connected to a mobile switching center
(MSC). All of the MSCs are finally connected to a public
switched telephone network (PSTN). A PCS can be connected
to the Internet in many ways, such as wireless carriers’
proprietary networks and PSTN. An MT can access data
servers residing in either PCS networks or the Internet via its
corresponding BS. Fig. 1 shows an example of a wireless
network architecture for wireless data access.
In general, as shown in Fig. 1, wireless data access
follows client-server models. Databases are hosted at
remote servers, which are usually in the wired networks.
In this paper, we do not distinguish among clients, MTs,
and users. A client accesses data items in a database in a
remote server through wireless links when the data item is
not in cache or is cached but not valid. The server updates
data items when requested by clients or others.
2.2 Wireless Data Applications
We briefly show several examples of wireless network
applications which can benefit from the proposed cache
access algorithms and replacement policies. Wireless Web
applications are particular examples of such applications.
Many network protocols can be used to support wireless
network data applications.
The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is designed to
enable easy, fast delivery of relevant information and
services to mobile users in wireless cellular networks.
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WAP applications run in client-server models. Cache
operations have been proposed for WAP applications [18].
In [20], a business card application is proposed for iSMS,
a platform that integrates the IP network with the Short
Message Services (SMS) in a mobile telephone network. A
subscriber can store a phone book consisting of a number of
business cards in a remote server. This server-based
application has many advantages. First, the subscriber can
access the phone book through different MTs. Second, the
application server may provide directory services such as
yellow pages and white pages.
In [16], an online auction Web application is proposed.
An auction item is associated with its description, price, and
reviews. Some of the items change more frequently than
others do. For example, price may change every few
minutes and the description remains the same during the
auction. This application is not necessarily implemented as
a Web application and it is beneficial to implement this
application on wireless networks because a user may have a
desire to start an auction anytime and anywhere.
A wireless application called a real-time stock price
monitor can be used to check stock prices and a user can
make a transaction by using the MT based on the stock
information obtained from a server. In this application, the
data sources may or may not be located outside the cellular
networks. Stocks are updated and accessed at different
rates. Some stocks may be traded in a huge volume. Their
prices may change very frequently.
These examples show that update and access frequencies
can be different among different data items. In fact, as
shown in [5], many data items stored in remote databases
and accessed through Web applications change frequently.
Therefore, it is important to accommodate both update and
access information into cache mechanism design. Furthermore, it is generally impossible to cache all server-kept data
items such as the business cards of all subscribers, the prices
of all auction merchandise, and the prices of all stocks in
local client caches. Inevitably, cache replacement policies
need to be taken into account. Nevertheless, as we will
discuss in Section 7.5, it is not necessarily good for the
overall system performance to maximize client cache space
in networks with updates, especially heavy updates.
Consequently, replacement policies are better as an integral
part of the network system architecture.

3

CACHE ACCESS ALGORITHMS

PER and CB are two widely used fundamental cache access
algorithms for a client-server data access model [20], [21]. In
PER, a client attempts to read a data item from a server at
each access and the server only replies to it with an
acknowledgment when the data item is cached and valid,
where a valid data item means that the data item has not
been updated since it was cached, and, if the data item is
invalid, the server sends the data item to the client. In CB,
the server sends an invalidation message at each update to
the client, which caches the updated data item. The details
of these two schemes can be found in [20]. In this section,
we introduce an SB-PER and an R-CB suitable for using
both update and access information in replacement policies.
Both of these cache access algorithms have the capability of
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Fig. 2. (a) The SB-PER and (b) the R-CB.

maintaining full access and update histories and thus can
use any replacement policy using both data access and
update information.

3.1 Server-Based Poll-Each-Read
As shown in Fig. 2a, the SB-PER uses a stateful server, which
stores access (Step 1.3) and updates (Step 4.2) the histories of
all data items. The server becomes the most knowledgeable
entity in the network and, thus, it is capable of making the
wisest decisions. Therefore, the server makes replacement
decisions for a client (Step 3.1) and sends decisions to the
client (Step 3.2). At the server, an object profile is used for
storing the update histories of all data items.
3.2 Revised Call-Back
As shown in Fig. 2b, we revised the original CB algorithm
such that the server records the access and update histories of
all data items (Steps 2.5 and 3.5) and the access and update
histories of the cached data items at clients are synchronized
through the messages. We shall call it the R-CB. Note that the
server saves the access history of a cached data item by
sending a message to the server (Step 2.5) when it is evicted
to accommodate the accessed data item. The access and
update histories of a data item are sent to a client with the
data item by the server (Step 2.2). Therefore, the client has
the up-to-date access and update histories of all of the
cached and accessed data items and, thus, it can make the
wisest replacement decision (Step 2.3). As shown in Fig. 2b,
the user profiles and the object profile have the same usage
as the SB-PER.

4

ON-BOUND SELECTION REPLACEMENT

In this section, we propose an update-based cache replacement policy, called OBS, which uses both update and access
frequencies. The OBS tries to cache frequently accessed but
infrequently updated data items and to evict infrequently
accessed but frequently updated data items in the cache. In
other words, the OBS tries to keep good data items and evict
bad data items in the cache.

Let fija ðtÞ denote the access frequency of data item Oj at
client i and let fju ðtÞ denote the update frequency of data
item Oj at the server up to time t, respectively. Note that
fju ðtÞ does not have a subscript i, but fija ðtÞ does since fju ðtÞ
is a global statistic. Denote ij and j as the access rate of
data item Oj at the client i and the update rate at the server,
respectively. We expect that fija ðtÞ and fju ðtÞ approach the
access rate ij and the update rate j , respectively, when
time t is significantly large, that is, ij ¼ limt!1 fija ðtÞ and
j ¼ limt!1 fju ðtÞ. We define an “On-Bound Selection” factor
(OBS factor) as follows:

2
fija ðtÞ
OBSFij ðtÞ ¼ a
;
ð1Þ
fij ðtÞ þ fju ðtÞ


2
ij
OBSFij ¼ lim OBSFij ðtÞ ¼
:
t!1
ij þ j

ð2Þ

In the OBS replacement policy, the cache access algorithms maintain access and update histories, which can be
used to compute the OBS factor defined in (1). The
replacement policy computes the OBS factors of all of the
cache data items and the newly accessed data item and then
looks for the data item with the least OBS factor. If the data
item with the least OBS factor is not the newly accessed data
item, the corresponding data item is replaced with the
newly accessed data item; otherwise, the accessed data item
is not cached and there is no change in the cache.
The OBS policy is a frequency-based replacement policy
since it uses access and update frequencies. First, as we
have discussed in Section 3, the SB-PER and the R-CB are
the cache access algorithms that are capable of maintaining
access and update histories of all data items. Therefore, the
OBS policy can be applied to the SB-PER and the R-CB.
Second, the access and update frequencies are measured by
using a moving window. For the rest of the paper, the
performance of the OBS policy is studied for these two
cache access algorithms. However, the proposed replacement policy should not be limited to just these two cache
access algorithms and it should be suitable for any cache
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access algorithm that can provide both access and update
frequencies.

5

ANALYTICAL MODEL

In this section, we provide an analytical analysis that gives
the reasoning behind the OBS scheme. The network has a
data server and many clients. All data accesses happen at
clients and all updates happen at the server. We have the
following assumptions:
The server has N data items.
A client has a cache that holds up to K data items.
Accesses to data item Oi follow a Poisson process
with rate i .
4. Updates to data item Oi follow a Poisson process
with rate i .
An effective cache hit is defined as an event where an
access happens to a data item that is cached and valid. The
effective hit ratio of a cache access algorithm with a
replacement policy is the probability that an access causes
an effective cache hit when the cache access algorithm is
exercised with the replacement policy. Let pSBP ER and
pRCB denote the effective hit ratios of the SB-PER and the
R-CB with a given replacement policy, respectively.
Define the effective hit ratio of data item Oi of a cache
access algorithm with a replacement policy as the probability that an access causes an effective cache hit and the
accessed data item is Oi when the cache access algorithm is
exercised with a replacement policy. Let pSBP ER;i and
pRCB;i denote the effective hit ratios of data item Oi for the
SB-PER and the R-CB with a given replacement policy,
respectively.
Since wireless channels between MTs and their BSs are the
scarcest and most expensive resources, we only consider the
bandwidth usage of messages and data transmitted between
MTs and their corresponding BSs. Define communication
cost as the average bytes transferred through wireless links
between MTs and the BSs per data access. Let cSBP ER and
cRCB denote communication costs for the SB-PER and the
R-CB with a given replacement policy, respectively.
Let Xi denote the random variable of the number of
accesses to data item Oi occurring between two consecutive
updates to data item Oi . Let pðXi ¼ kÞ denote the probability that exactly k accesses to data item Oi occurring
between two consecutive updates to data item Oi . pðXi ¼ kÞ
is independent of replacement polices. Let EðXi Þ denote the
average number of accesses to data item Oi occurring
between two consecutive updates to data item Oi . EðXi Þ
depends on both access and update processes, but is
independent of replacement policies. Let EðXSBP ER;i Þ
and EðXRCB;i Þ denote the average numbers of effective
cache hits to data item Oi between two consecutive updates
to the same data item when the SB-PER or the R-CB is
exercised with a given replacement policy, respectively. Let
nUSBP ER;i and nURCB;i be upper bounds of the average
numbers of effective cache hits to data item Oi between two
consecutive updates to the same data item when the SB-PER
and R-CB are exercised, respectively, with a given replacement policy.
1.
2.
3.
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The message transmission costs for a request message
(Step 1.2 in Fig. 2a and Step 2.1 in Fig. 2b), an acknowledge
message (Step 1.5 in Fig. 2a and Step 3.4 in Fig. 2b), and an
invalidation message (Step 3.2 in Fig. 2b) are creq , cack , and cinv ,
respectively. Assume that the cost for transmitting any data
item is the same and is denoted as cobj , that is, we assume that
the data items are of the same size. We assume that message
headers have some extra fields that can be used for holding
access and update frequency information and replacement
decisions. Therefore, the access/update frequency information in messages in Step 3.2 in Fig. 2a and Steps 2.2 and 3.4 in
Fig. 2b is not counted, only the message in Step 2.5 of Fig. 2b
is counted and its cost is denoted as ca .
Lemma 1. The following inequalities always hold for both the
SB-PER and the R-CB with any replacement policy:
pSBP ER;i 

pRCB;i 

1 2i
;
  i þ i

ð3Þ

1 2i
:
 i þ i

ð4Þ

Proof. According to [28],

k
i
i
pðXi ¼ kÞ ¼
;
i þ i i þ i
EðXi Þ ¼

1
X

kpðXi ¼ kÞ ¼

k¼0

i
:
i

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

There are three cases in total: 1) There is no access to
data Oi between two consecutive updates to Oi , 2) there
is only one access to data Oi between two consecutive
updates to Oi , and 3) there are n  2 accesses to data Oi
between two consecutive updates. When an access to
data item Oi happens, Oi may be cached if it is the first
access between two consecutive updates to Oi and, then,
subsequent accesses can be cache hits. Note that
replacements make the number of cache hits fewer than
the number of subsequent accesses, that is, cases 1 and 2
do not contribute to any effective cache hit definitely and
only case 3 contributes at most n  1 effective cache hits
no matter which replacement policy is used. Therefore,
regarding data item Oi , from (5), we can derive an upper
bound of the number of effective cache hits to data
item Oi between two consecutive updates to data item Oi
for the SB-PER for a given replacement policy, that is,
nUSBP ER;i ¼

1
X
ðk  1ÞpðXi ¼ kÞ
k¼2

1
X
ðk  1Þ
¼
k¼2


k
i
i
i 2i
¼
 i þ  i  i þ i
 i þ i

ð7Þ

and
EðXSBP ER;i Þ  nUSBP ER;i  EðXi Þ:

ð8Þ

Because access and update are two Poisson processes,
according to (6), (7), and (8),
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i EðXSBP ER;i Þ i nSBP ER;i

EðXi Þ

 EðXi Þ
i i 2i . i 1 2i
¼
¼
:
 i þ i i  i þ i

pSBP ER;i ¼

ð9Þ

Similarly, we have
U

pRCB;i ¼

i EðXRCB;i Þ i nRCB;i 1 2i
:

¼
  i þ i
 EðXi Þ
 EðXi Þ

pRCB 

N
1X
2i
:
 i¼1 i þ i

ð18Þ

Equation (18) indicates that cSBP ER is a monotonically decreasing function of pSBP ER . Since pUSBP ER is an
upper bound, pSBP ER  pUSBP ER . Therefore,


cSBP ER  creq þ 1  pUSBP ER cobj þ pUSBP ER cack : ð19Þ
u
t

u
t

Corollary 2. The following inequality always holds for the R-CB
with any replacement policy:



cRCB  1  pURCB creq þ cobj :
ð20Þ

SB-PER and the R-CB with any replacement policy:
N
1X
2i
;
 i¼1 i þ i

dcSBP ER
< 0:
dpSBP ER

ð10Þ

Theorem 1. The following inequalities always hold for both the

pSBP ER 

1601

ð11Þ

Proof. According to our algorithm illustrated in Fig. 1b, the
communication cost of the R-CB is


cRCB ¼ ð1  pRCB Þ creq þ cobj þ pinv ðcinv þ cack Þ þ prep ca ;
ð21Þ

ð12Þ

Proof. According to Lemma 1, when the SB-PER is



dcRCB
¼  creq þ cobj < 0;
dpRCB

ð22Þ

dcRCB
¼ ðcinv þ cack Þ > 0;
dpinv

ð23Þ

dcRCB
¼ ca > 0:
dprep

ð24Þ

exercised with a given replacement policy, we have
pSBP ER ¼

N
X

pSBP ER;i 

i¼1

N
2i
1X
2i
¼
:
 i þ i  i¼1 i þ i

N
X
1
i¼1

ð13Þ
Similarly,
pRCB ¼

N
X

pRCB;i 

i¼1

N
2i
1X
2i
¼
:
 i þ i  i¼1 i þ i

N
X
1
i¼1

ð14Þ
u
t

Theorem 1 indicates that we have found an upper bound
for the effective hit ratio of the SB-PER and an upper bound
for the effective ratio of the R-CB. Denote them as pUSBP ER
and pURCB , respectively, that is,
pUSBP ER ¼ pURCB ¼

N
1X
2i
:
 i¼1 i þ i

Equations (22), (23), and (24) indicate that cRCB is a
monotonically decreasing function of pRCB , a monotonically increasing function of pinv , and a monotonically
increasing function of prep , respectively. We know that
pinv  0 and prep  0. Given that pURCB is an upper bound
of the effective hit ratio, that is, pRCB  pURCB , we have


cRCB ¼ ð1  pRCB Þ creq þ cobj þ pinv ðcinv þ cack Þ þ prep ca


 ð1  pRCB Þ creq þ cobj þ pinv ðcinv þ cack Þ þ 0  ca


 ð1  pRCB Þ creq þ cobj þ 0  ðcinv þ cack Þ

 


 ð1  pRCB Þ creq þ cobj  1  pURCB creq þ cobj :
ð25Þ
u
t

Corollary 1. The following inequality always holds for the

communication cost of the SB-PER with a given replace-

Corollaries 1 and 2 indicate that we have found a lower
bound for the communication cost of the SB-PER and a
lower bound for the communication cost of the R-CB.
Denote them as cLSBP ER and cLRCB , respectively, that is,


cLSBP ER ¼ creq þ 1  pUSBP ER cobj þ pUSBP ER cack

ment policy is

and cLRCB ¼ ð1  pURCB Þðcreq þ cobj Þ.

SB-PER with any replacement policy:


cSBP ER  creq þ 1  pUSBP ER cobj þ pUSBP ER cack :

ð15Þ

Proof. According to our algorithm illustrated in Fig. 1a, the

cSBP ER ¼ creq þ ð1  pSBP ER Þcobj þ pSBP ER cack :

ð16Þ

Theorem 2. The SB-PER and the R-CB (with any replacement
policy) reach their effective hit ratio upper bounds pUSBP ER
and pURCB given in Theorem 1, respectively, when K  N.

ð17Þ

Proof. Since K  N, there is no replacement. Without loss
of generality, assume that the cache is divided into
N slots, and each slot can hold a data item. Associate
each data item with a particular slot. A data item is

Then,
dcSBP ER
¼ cack  cobj :
dpSBP ER

Without loss of generality, assume that cack < cobj .
Then,
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always cached at a certain slot. Therefore, caching
different data items becomes disjoint events. We have
pSBP ER ¼ pRCB ¼

N
i
1X
2i
¼
;
 i þ i  i¼1 i þ i

N
X
i
i¼1

ð27Þ
u
t

Corollary 3. The SB-PER (with any replacement policy) reaches
its communication cost lower bound cLSBP ER given in
Corollary 1 when K  N.
Proof. According to Corollary 2 and Theorem 2,


cLSBP ER ¼ creq þ 1  pUSBP ER cobj þ pUSBP ER cack
¼ creq þ ð1  pSBP ER Þcobj þ pSBP ER cack ¼ cSBP ER :

ð28Þ
u
t

Corollary 4. When K  N, the communication cost of the R-CB
(with any replacement policy) is


ð29Þ
cRCB ¼ ð1  pRCB Þ creq þ cobj þ cinv þ cack ;
which is larger than cLRCB , given in Corollary 2 with no more
than two message costs.
Proof. Since K  N, there is no replacement, that is,
prep ¼ 0. We also have
pinv ¼

N
i
1X
i i
¼
¼ 1  pLRCB ;
 i þ i  i¼1 i þ i

N
X
i
i¼1

ð30Þ



cRCB ¼ ð1  pRCB Þ creq þ cobj þ pinv ðcinv þ cack Þ þ prep ca :
ð31Þ
Therefore, when K  N, we have



cRCB ¼ 1  pLRCB creq þ cobj þ cinv þ cack :
According to Corollary 2 and Theorem 2,



cRCB ¼ 1  pURCB creq þ cobj þ cinv þ cack



 1  pURCB creq þ cobj ¼ cLRCB :

ð32Þ

ð33Þ
u
t

5.1 Remarks on the OBS Replacement Policy
According to the definition of the OBS factor and Lemma 1,
we have the following observations about the effective hit
ratios of data item Oi for the SB-PER and the R-CB,
respectively, at client k:
1 2ki
 i þ ki
 a 2
fki ðtÞ
1
1
¼ lim
¼ lim OBSFki :
a
t!1  f ðtÞ þ f u ðtÞ
 t!1
i
ki

DECEMBER 2007

N
N
X
1X
2ki
1
¼ lim
OBSFki :
 i¼1 i þ ki  t!1 i¼1

ð35Þ
ð26Þ

that is,
pSBP ER ¼ pRCB ¼ pUSBP ER ¼ pURCB :

pUSBP ER ¼ pURCB ¼

VOL. 56, NO. 12,

pUSBP ER;i ¼ pURCB;i ¼

ð34Þ

Furthermore, according to Theorem 1, we have the
following observation about the effective hit ratios for the
SB-PER and the R-CB, respectively:

Therefore, the OBS factor actually defines an upper bound
of the effective hit ratio of a particular data item.
Theorem 2 suggests that the upper bounds of the
effective hit ratios can actually be reached when there is
no replacement. The proposed replacement policy “OBS”
always tries to keep the data items with larger OBS factors
in the cache and to evict the data item with the least OBS
factor. Therefore, the data items with larger OBS factors
tend to stay in the cache longer than those with smaller OBS
factors and their effective hit ratios (pSBP ER;i and pRCB;i )
approach their upper bounds in Lemma 1. This claim is
verified through simulations and shown in Section 7.
The above analysis can also be applied to the communication cost of the SB-PER due to Corollaries 1 and 3.
According to Corollaries 1 and 3, we have


cLSBP ER ¼ creq þ 1  pUSBP ER cobj þ pUSBP ER cack
¼ creq þ cobj 

N
X

1
ðOBSFki Þ:
cobj  cack lim
t!1

i¼1

ð37Þ
It implies that the communication cost lower bound of the SBPER becomes less when data items with larger OBS factors are
in the cache. This is also confirmed by Corollary 3. When
there is no replacement, the communication cost is exactly
the lower bound given in Corollary 1. The OBS always tries
to keep data items with large OBS factors in the cache and
to evict data items with small OBS factors. The actual
communication cost of the data items with large OBS factors
tends to be small.
As to the R-CB, we have the following observations
according to Corollary 2:



cLRCB ¼ 1  pURCB creq þ cobj þ cinv þ cack


¼ creq þ cobj þ cinv þ cack
ð38Þ
N
X

1
 creq þ cobj þ cinv þ cack lim
OBSFki :
t!1

i¼1
Though the lower bound cannot actually be reached, the
difference is no more than two message costs. Considering
that the data item sizes are large, we can have a similar
argument as the SB-PER.
In summary, the OBS replacement policy favors caching
the data items with good bounds, that is, the OBS has the
capability of keeping good data items and evicting bad data
items in the cache. When these data items are cached, the
actual effective hit ratios of the data items actually
gradually approach the found bounds. The sum of the
effective hit ratios of these data items must be larger than
those of the data items otherwise chosen. The performance
evaluation presented in Section 7 confirms the effectiveness
of the OBS replacement policy.
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6

COMMENTS ON REPLACEMENT POLICIES
NETWORK DATA APPLICATIONS

OF

Cache replacement policies play an important role when the
cache size is very limited. Many MTs have small memory
when compared with the data items being accessed.
Therefore, replacement policies are important aspects of
mobile/wireless data caching.
The least recently used (LRU) replacement policy is
popular in operating systems and computer architecture
areas because data and programs are often stored continuously in memory or hard disks. The access pattern
forms the so-called locality. Moreover, the LRU can be
regarded as the simplest replacement policy. For data
applications where the data access pattern is not bound
with their location (in memory or hard disks), the LRU is
not necessarily a good choice. As shown in [22], bursty
access patterns make the LRU perform inadequately.
Furthermore, it could be the worst choice, as shown in
[11], for some database systems queries. It will be beneficial
to study different replacement policies for network data
applications where a busty access pattern is not uncommon.
Many frequency-based replacement policies have been
designed, studied, and even implemented for real systems,
for example, the SQUID Web proxy cache system [2], [10],
[12], [22], [23], [26], [29], [30]. An example of such a
replacement policy is the LFU. The goal of this paper is to
use both update and access frequencies to design a simple
and effective replacement policy.
Many cache replacement policy evaluations use network
traces, which are representations of real data collected from
real networks. However, network traces are only samples
and the performance evaluations of different traces can vary
from trace to trace, as shown in [5]. In this paper, we use
Poisson distributions to model the network data accesses
and updates. Poisson distribution may not be a precise
model but it is indeed a generalization of network data
accesses and updates. It has been used quite often in
research of this kind [17], [29], [30].
In our study, we assume that data items are of the same
size. First, as observed in [5], the effectiveness of data item
size used in replacement policies diminished for some
network traces. Second, our paper is aimed at network data
applications, where memory pages can be regarded as a
unit of data item for a non-Web application. Third, the
combinatorial optimization problem of multiple data items
of different sizes for the cache replacements is NP-hard [30].
We leave this problem to our future work.

7

measurements to calculate the effective hit ratios and the
communication costs for both the SB-PER and the R-CB
with the OBS or the LFU.
Let na;j and nu;j denote the total number of accesses to
data item Oj at the client and the total number of updates to
data item Oj at the server, respectively. Let nmiss be the total
number of cache misses and ninvhits be the total number of
cache hits to invalid data items. Note that, whenever a cache
miss or a cache hit to an invalid data item happens, the
accessed data item is sent from the server to the client.
When the R-CB is exercised, an invalidation message is
delivered to clients, where the data item being updated is
cached. Let ninvmsg represent the total number of invalidation messages. Let nrep denote the total number of cache
replacements. Let na denote the total number of accesses of
all data items. It is obvious that we have nrep  na and
nmiss  na . Similarly to [20], we can compute the effective
hit ratios in the simulations as follows:
pSBP ER ¼ pRCB ¼ 1 
where na ¼

7.1 Performance Metrics
The design goals of our replacement policy are to
increase the effective hit ratio and to reduce communication cost. During the simulations, we collect the following

N
X

nmiss þ ninvhits
;
na

ð39Þ

na;j :

i¼1

We compute the communication cost for the SB-PER, that is,
cSBP ER , and that for the R-CB, that is, cRCB , by using (16)
and (21), respectively. Note that, for the R-CB, we also have
pinv ¼

ninvmsg
;
na

ð40Þ

nrep
:
na

ð41Þ

prep ¼

7.2 Simulation Setup
The server has N data items and a client equips a cache
which can hold up to K data items. Assume that access and
update events are Poisson processes. An access always
happens at a client and an update always occurs at the
server. The rates of the access and the update to the data
item Oj are j and j , respectively. We denote total access
rate P
and total update P
rate as  and , respectively, that is,
N
¼ N
i¼1 i , and  ¼
i¼1 i .
Two issues are worth noting:
.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we use discrete-event simulation to evaluate
the performance of the proposed replacement policy, the
OBS, and also compare its performance with that of the LFU
[23] by using perfect access frequency information [26]. We
developed our simulation programs in C++.

1603

.

N is not necessarily the actual database size because
the database may contain data items that are never
accessed by a particular client in a certain time frame
in which we are interested. Therefore, N is actually
an “effective database size.” For mobile/wireless
clients, N can be relatively small, even though the
actual database may be huge. To reflect this fact in
our simulation studies, any access rate of the N data
items must be larger than 0 and N takes a relatively
small value.
Update frequencies are global statistics measured at
the server, whereas access frequencies are local
statistics collected for clients. Therefore, the update
rate of a data item can be larger than the access rate
of a data item because more than one client can have
updated the data item between two consecutive
accesses to the data item at a client.
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It has been observed that, in Web applications, different
data items have different popularities. To reflect this
observation, we let access events of different data items
follow cutoff Zipf-like distributions [4]. It is believed to be a
reasonable assumption for Web applications and a representation for disparity of access popularity, though it may
not hold for any network data application. We let the
update rates of different data items become different. For
simplicity, we assume that the update events also follow
cutoff Zipf-like distributions. N data items are always
ranked as i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N. Thus, when an access or an update
happens, the data item Ok whose rank is i isPchosen to be

accessed or updated at probability pi ¼ 1=½i N
j¼1 1=j .
Note the following remarks:
We define  ð  0Þ as a Zipf exponent. When  ¼ 0,
pi ¼ 1=N, that is, all data items are chosen at the
same probability 1=N. The access and update events
do not necessarily follow the same cutoff Zipf-like
distribution. Let a denote the Zipf exponent of
access events and u be the Zipf exponent of update
events.
. Data item identifier (ID) and data item rank are
different concepts, that is, data item Oi is not
necessarily ranked as i.
. Data items can be ranked independently for access
and update events. A data item with rank i for access
events is not necessarily the data item with rank i for
update events. Thus, a data item with a larger access
probability is not necessarily a data item with a
larger update probability.
Since there are two different Zipf-like distributions for
access and update events, we categorize their relationships
into five cases:
.

.

.

.

.

.

Case 1. a > 0 and u ¼ 0, that is, the access
frequencies of different data items are different and
the update frequencies of all data items are the same.
Case 2. a ¼ 0 and u > 0, that is, the access
frequencies of all data items are the same and the
update frequencies of different data items are
different.
Case 3. a > 0, u > 0, and the access and update
rankings to the same data item are the same, that is,
a more frequently accessed data item is also a more
frequently updated data item. Furthermore, the
access frequencies of different data items are
different and the update frequencies of different
data items are different.
Case 4. a > 0, u > 0, the access rankings of data
items are in an ascending order, and the update
rankings are in a descending order, that is, a more
frequently accessed data item is also a less frequently updated data item. Furthermore, the access
frequencies of different data items are different and
the update frequencies of different data items are
different.
Case 5. a > 0, u > 0, and the access and update
rankings of data items are totally independent, that
is, if we order the data items according to access
probabilities, the update probabilities tend to be

Fig. 3. Comparison of analytical and simulation results for both SB-PER
and R-CB. (a) Effective hit ratio versus total update rate ().
(b) Communication cost versus total update rate ().

randomly distributed. Furthermore, the access frequencies of different data items are different and the
update frequencies of different data items are
different.
All of the above cases are studied in the simulations. We
let creq ¼ cack ¼ cinv ¼ ca ¼ 60, which is a reasonable value
for many wireless systems such as General Packet Radio
Service (GRPS) and iSMS [20]. Since these message sizes are
the same, we use cmsg ¼ 60 to denote the message size.
Unless otherwise stated, we choose cobj ¼ 10cmsg ¼ 600,
N ¼ 20, K ¼ 10,  ¼ 1:0,  ¼ 1:4, a ¼ 0:1, and u ¼ 1:8.
Though these default parameters are chosen to capture the
scenario where data items have different access rates and a
small portion of the entire data set has very high update
rates, we vary each parameter in Section 7.5 (for example,
u from 0 to 1 and  from 1 to 5) and study their effects on
the performance. We start the simulation when the client
cache is empty. We obtain the metrics measurements when
the system has reached a stable state for a long time. To
meet this requirement, we often run the simulation for
107 arrival events.

7.3

Comparison of Simulation and Analytical
Results
We compare the analytical and simulation results for the SBPER and the R-CB. We choose K ¼ 20 and a ¼ 0. This is
Case 2 and there will be no replacement. The effective hit
ratios and communication costs are obtained accordingly for
both the SB-PER and the R-CB. Fig. 3a shows the effective hit
ratio upper bounds and the effective hit ratios from
simulations for both the SB-PER and the R-CB. Fig. 3b shows
the communication upper bounds and the communication
costs from simulations for both the SB-PER and the R-CB.
We have the following observations:
.

Fig. 3a shows that the effective hit ratios of the SBPER and the R-CB are the same in the given case and
they match the effective upper bounds defined in
Theorem 1. It therefore confirms Theorem 2. Fig. 3b
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Fig. 4. Effects of on-bound selection.

.

shows that the communication upper bounds of the
SB-PER defined in Corollary 1 match the simulation
results obtained in the given case. This confirms
Corollary 3. The communication upper bound of the
R-CB defined in Corollary 2 is less than both the
analytic and simulation results obtained in the given
case, but the difference is less than two message
costs. This confirms Corollary 4.
Even though the cache is sufficiently large to hold
the entire database, the effective hit ratios decrease,
whereas the communication costs increase for both
the SB-PER and the R-CB when  increases, as
shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. This is because some
cached data items are invalidated by updates. It
implies that it is important to consolidate the update
process into replacement policies so that frequently
updated but infrequently accessed data items will
not be cached. Our analytical analysis provides an
understanding of what a frequently updated but
infrequently accessed data item can be.

7.4 Effects of “OBS”
The simulation results shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate the
effects of “OBS.” As an example, we only have the result
obtained for Case 3, where u ¼ 1:0. In Fig. 4, the data items
are assigned ID numbers according to their upper bounds,
that is, their OBS factors. For example, the data item with
the least ID has the least OBS factor. When the OBS is
exercised, K data items with the most upper bounds almost
achieve the most, that is, the “upper bound” in the figure.
However, when the LFU is exercised, the opposite result is
observed. This figure confirms that the OBS indeed keeps a
“good” data item in the cache.
Interestingly, none of the data items has zero effective hit
ratios. This is due to the existence of updates. A cached data
item always has a chance of being invalidated and its cache
space can be used to cache other data items no matter what
replacement policy is used and what its update and access
rates are.
7.5

Frequency Measurement

We adopt a sliding window scheme [10], [12], [30] for
calculating the access and update frequencies in the
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Fig. 5. Performance of SB-PER+OBS versus sliding window size.
(a) Effective hit ratio versus sliding window size. (b) Communication cost
versus sliding window size.

algorithms. For each data item, we measure the k most
recent access times. We calculate the access frequency of
data item i as follows: fia ¼ ttk a , where the superscript
i;k
“a” denotes access, t is the current time, and tai;k is the
time of the kth most recent access on data item Oi .
Similarly, we calculate the update frequency of data
item i as follows: fiu ¼ ttk u , where the superscript “u”
i;k
denotes update. When k ¼ 1, fia is directly related to the
access recency of the data item. Therefore, by adjusting k
for access to data item Oi , fia can be a measurement for
both access frequency and access time (that is, access
recency). Similarly, by adjusting k for updates to data
item Oi , fiu can be a measurement for both update
frequency and update time (that is, update recency).
Fig. 5 shows that the defined metrics vary with the
sliding window size. All five cases described in Section 7.2
show similar results. For demonstration purposes, we only
show the result of Case 3, in which the performance slightly
varies with different window sizes and the performance
becomes almost invariant with window size when the
window size is large enough.
Denote the sliding window size as k. It appears that the
overall memory space needed for the above scheme is on
the order of OðkNÞ to store most k recent access (or update)
times of N data items. The scheme seems to become
prohibitive when k is large. The following example shows
that it is not difficult to overcome it: From observation of
Fig. 5, when k is large enough, a similar performance can be
obtained when we use k=2 as the window size. We only
keep two access stamps and two access counters for data
item Oi . We denote tai;na;i ¼0 mod k as the access timestamp of
data item Oi when na;i ¼ 0 mod k, where na;i is the total
number of accesses on data item Oi and “mod” is modular
operation. Let tai;na;i ¼0 mod k=2 be the access timestamp of data
item Oi when na;i ¼ 0 mod k=2. We reset counter ki;na;i ¼0 mod k
at time tai;na;i ¼0 mod k and counter ki;na;i ¼0 mod k=2 at time
tai;na;i ¼0 mod k=2 respectively. We then calculate the access
frequency as follows: fia ¼ ki;na;i ¼0 mod k t  tai;na;i ¼0 mod k when
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LRU, and LRU-K [22], where K is taken to be 2 when R-CB
is exercised. The following observations are interesting:
Fig. 6a shows that the effective hit ratios of all four
replacement policies increase with the cache size.
. Fig. 6b shows that the minimum communication cost
is obtained when K ¼ 10 for R-CB+OBS and
R-CB+LFU when the cache size is varying. The
server needs to send an invalidation message when
an update happens to it. It is likely that the client has
to fetch a data item from the server due to frequent
updates. Then, the cost of sending an invalidation
message may not be offset by using the cached copy.
In our parameter setup, when the cache space is
larger than 10 data items, such types of frequently
updated data items will inevitably be cached. The
total communication cost goes up while more such
data items are cached. Fig. 6b also shows that
R-CB+LRU and R-CB+LRU-K have larger costs
when given a small cache space. This can be
explained similarly.
. Figs. 6a and 6b also show that R-CB+LFU/OBS has
better performance than R-CB+LRU/LRU-K. This is
due to 1) the nonexistence of the locality related to
the adjacency of memory location where the data
items are stored (in other words, recency does not
capture the data access pattern well) and 2) they do
not consider updates. This has been discussed in
Section 6. Due to page limits, we will not further
compare our replacement policy with LRU and
LRU-K in this paper.
In a nutshell, cache replacement policies are not necessarily
good for the overall network bandwidth usage when
maximizing cache space. Nevertheless, cache replacement
policies are essential to a network environment with the
existence of updates, even when memory capacity is
abundant.
.

Fig. 6. Performance of R-CB and replacement policies. (a) Effective
hit ratio versus cache size (K). (b) Communication cost versus cache
size (K).


ki;na;i ¼0 modk  k=2, and fia ¼ ki;na;i ¼0 mod k=2 t  tai;na;i ¼0 mod k=2
when ki;na;i ¼0 mod k=2  k=2. Then, the space complexity
becomes OðNÞ, which is the same as the LRU.
The above sliding window approach can be regarded as
a very simple aging method. Aging [10], [12] is a wellknown mechanism for considering both access frequency
and the age of a cached data item (access time or recency). A
well-designed aging method not only helps reduce the
memory space requirement, but also helps cope with the
evolving access (update) pattern. Many different aging
methods [10], [12] have been proposed. Some cache
replacement policies, such as LRU-K [22], have built-in
aging mechanisms. In our study, aging has to be considered
for both the access and update processes. Better aging
methods can help our proposed replacement policy better
cope with the evolving access (update) pattern. They
deserve dedicated study due to their complexity. However,
they are not the focus of this paper and we leave it as our
future work.

7.6

Comments on the Importance of Cache
Replacement Policies
MTs are gradually gaining more memory which can be
used for client caching. We aim at reducing the overall
network bandwidth usage. For this purpose, cache replacement policies cannot be ignored, even for MTs with large
cache space. This argument holds true for cache mechanisms which involve CB procedures. We refer to the CB
procedure as the procedure in which the server informs
clients that cached data items have become invalid due to
updates. The CB (for example, R-CB in this paper), Lease,
and IR schemes use the CB procedure. Our argument is
verified in Fig. 6. We choose creq ¼ cack ¼ cinv ¼ ca ¼ 60,
cobj ¼ 2cmsg ¼ 120, N ¼ 20, K ¼ 10,  ¼ 1:0,  ¼ 5. These
20 data items are divided into four groups. The access rates
(update rates) of the data items within the same group are
the same. The access rates and updates are drawn from two
different Zip-like distributions, with a ¼ 0:1, and u ¼ 10;
however, the rankings of the four groups for access and
update processes are of opposite directions (similar to
Case 4 described in Section 7.2). This parameter setting
ensures that some data items are moderately frequently
accessed but are updated very frequently and the cost of
sending invalidation messages is quite large. Fig. 6 compares four cache replacement policies, that is, OBS, LFU,

7.7 Case Studies: Comparison of OBS and LFU
The following simulations will show that the OBS outperforms the LFU in terms of both effective hit ratio and
communication cost in all five cases listed in the previous
subsection. This aspect is shown with regard to different
parameters, that is, the Zipf-exponents, cache and database
sizes, and access and update rates.
7.7.1 Zipf Exponents
The two schemes are compared when the Zipf exponents
are varying. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
.

.

Figs. 7a and 7b show an example of Case 1, that is,
a > 0 and u ¼ 0. In Figs. 7a and 7b, (SB-PER)/
(R-CB)+OBS have the same effective hit ratios and
costs as (SB-PER)/(R-CB)+LFU, respectively. It
means that OBS and LFU perform the same in this
example. In fact, according to (1), the OBS is
equivalent to the LFU if the update frequencies of
data items are the same, which has been confirmed
by this example, since the update frequencies of data
items are indeed the same in this case.
Figs. 7c and 7d show an example of Case 2, that is,
a ¼ 0 and u > 0. They show that (SB-PER)/
(R-CB)+OBS have consistently larger effective hit
ratios and consistently smaller costs than (SB-PER)/
(R-CB)+LFU, respectively. In other words, the OBS
outperforms the LFU.
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Fig. 7. Performance of the OBS and the LFU at different cases with regard to the Zipf exponents. (a), (c), (e), (g), and (i) show effective hit ratio
versus Zipf exponent of access events (a ) for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. (b) , (d), (f), (h), and (j) show communication cost versus Zipf
exponent of access events (a ) for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

.

.

.

Figs. 7e and 7f show an example of Case 3, that is,
a > 0, u > 0, and the ranking of access and update
to the same data item are the same. We observe
similar results as in Case 2, that is, (SB-PER)/
(R-CB)+OBS have consistently larger effective hit
ratios and less costs than (SB-PER)/(R-CB)+LFU,
respectively. It means that the OBS chooses appropriate data items to evict from the cache so that
better performance is achieved, even if the frequently accessed data items are also frequently
updated data items.
Figs. 7g and 7h show an example of Case 4, that is,
a > 0 and u > 0 in which the rankings of data
items for accesses are in ascending order and those
for updates are in descending order. For example,
frequently accessed data items are also infrequently
updated data items. The OBS tends to cache
frequently accessed data items but not infrequently
updated data items, which is consistent with the
LFU in this particular case. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the OBS and the LFU perform the
same.
Figs. 7i and 7j show an example of Case 5, that is,
a > 0 and u > 0, in which the rankings of data
items for both accesses and updates are totally
independent. Because access and update probabilities are assigned randomly, every different run
possibly produces a different result. Thus, the
average performance should be more representative
than an individual run. Figs. 5i and 5j show the
average performance out of 50 different runs. It is
clear that the (SB-PER)/(R-CB)+OBS have larger
effective hit ratios and less communication costs
than (SB-PER)/(R-CB)+LFU, respectively.

All five of these possible cases show the advantage of the
OBS over the LFU, which confirms that the OBS, indeed, is

capable of choosing “the bad data item” to be evicted while
retaining “the good data item,” regardless of the Zipf
exponents.
We also have the following observations:
.

.

.

As shown in Figs. 7a, 7c, 7g, and 7i, when u
increases, the effective hit ratio increases as well.
u ’s increasing means that fewer data items take up
most of the total update rate and others have smaller
update rates, even though the total update rate is the
same. The OBS tends to cache data items with
smaller update rates. Those few data items with
larger update rates are probably cached a smaller
number of times. The most cached data items have
smaller update rates. Therefore, the cached data
items are less likely to be made invalid by updates
and the effective hit ratio is increased.
As shown in Figs. 7b, 7d, 7h, and 7j, when u
increases, the communication cost decreases. It is
due to the same reason as the above.
Fig. 7e shows that the effective hit ratio decreases first
and then increases when u increases. Fig. 7f shows
that the communication cost increases first and then
decreases when u increases. Basically, the increase of
the effective hit ratio and the decrease of the
communication cost are caused by the reason above.

7.7.2 Cache and Database Sizes
Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the OBS and the LFU
when we vary the cache size and fix the database size. As
before, five different cases are studied. We have the
following observations:
.

Figs. 8a and 8b show an example of Case 1, that is,
a > 0 and u ¼ 0. Both replacement policies have
the same effective hit ratios and costs, that is, OBS
and LFU perform the same in this example,
regardless of the cache size, due to the same reason
presented for Figs. 7a and 7b.
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Fig. 8. Performance of the OBS and LFU at different cases with regard to the cache size. (a), (c), (e), (g), and (i) show effective hit ratio versus cache
size (K) for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. (b), (d), (f), (h), and (j) show communication cost versus cache size (K) for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,
respectively.

.

.

.

.

Figs. 8c and 8d show an example of Case 2, that is,
a ¼ 0 and u > 0. OBS has better performance than
LFU, regardless of the cache size.
Figs. 8e and 8f show an example of Case 3, that is,
a > 0, u > 0, and the ranking of access and update
to the same data item are the same. OBS has better
performance than LFU, regardless of the cache size.
Figs. 8g and 8h show an example of Case 4, that is,
a > 0:1, 1 > 0, and u > 0, in which the rankings of
data items for accesses are in ascending order and
those for updates are in descending order. For
example, frequently accessed data items are also
infrequently updated data items. It is not surprising
that the OBS and the LFU perform the same.
Figs. 8i and 8j show an example of Case 5, that is,
a > 0 and u > 0, in which the ranking of data
items for both accesses and updates are totally
independent. The results are the average performance out of 50 different runs. It is clear that the
(SB-PER)/(R-CB)+OBS have larger effective hit
ratios and less communication costs than (SBPER)/(R-CB)+LFU, respectively.

Besides the above observations, it is clear that, from the
simulation results shown in Fig. 8, the effective hit ratios of
(SB-PER)/(R-CB)+OBS/LFU increase with the cache size. In
our examples, the communication costs decrease when the
cache size increases. This is because, when the cache size
increases, more data items are cached. However, no matter
how the cache size varies, we have shown that (SB-PER)/
(R-CB)+OBS have better performance than (SB-PER)/
(R-CB)+LFU.
We study how performances of (SB-PER)/(R-CB)+OBS/
LFU vary with the database size when the cache size is
fixed. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where K ¼ 10:
.

Figs. 9a and 9b show an example of Case 1 and
Figs. 9g and 9h show an example of Case 4. These
two examples show that the OBS and the LFU have
the same performance, whether the SB-PER or the

.

R-CB is exercised. It is due to an argument similar to
the one shown in Figs. 7a, 7b, 7g, and 7h.
Figs. 9c and 9d, 9e and 9f, and 9i and 9j show
examples for Cases 2, 3, and 5, respectively.
Evidently, the OBS consistently outperforms the
LFU, whether the SB-PER or the R-CB is exercised.

These observations evidently show that the OBS is a
better replacement policy than the LFU in terms of effective
hit ratio and communication cost.
Fig. 10 shows the performance varying with N when K=N
is a constant. For demonstration purposes, only Case 3,
where u ¼ 1:0, is shown. Evidently, Figs. 10a and 10b
show that OBS always performs better when the database
and cache sizes scale up.

7.7.3 Access and Update Rates
In this part, we study the effects of access and update rates,
that is,  and . Fig. 11 shows the simulation results, where
 is fixed and  is varying. We can observe similar results as
before:
.

Figs. 11a and 11b and 11g, and 11h correspond to
Cases 1 and 4, respectively. They show that the OBS
and the LFU have almost the same performance,
regardless of , when either the SB-PER or the R-CB
is exercised. Figs. 11c and 11d, 11e and 11f, and 11i
and 11j show the results for Cases 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. They show that the OBS outperforms
the LFU, regardless of , when either the SB-PER or
the R-CB is exercised.

The above two observations show that the OBS is either
better than or equivalent to the LFU, regardless of .
Besides, no matter the case, the effective hit ratios of (SBPER)/(R-CB)+OBS/LFU decrease and the communication
costs of (SB-PER)/(R-CB)+OBS/LFU increase when 
increases. When  increases, a data item has a greater
chance of being updated. If the data item is cached, it has a
greater chance of being invalidated. Therefore, the effective
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Fig. 9. Performance of the OBS and LFU at different cases with regard to the database size when the cache size is fixed. (a), (c), (e), (g), and (i)
show effective hit ratio versus database size (N) for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. (b), (d), (f), (h), and (j) show communication costs versus
database size (N) for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

hit ratios of (SB-PER)/(R-CB)+OBS/LFU become less and
the communication costs of those become more.

7.8 Comments on the Server-Based Approach
In order to reduce transmission cost over wireless links, we
have introduced the server-based cache access algorithm,
that is, the SB-PER, to test our update-based replacement
policy, that is, the OBS. The SB-PER is capable of providing
up-to-date access and updated information to the replacement policy. In general, the SB-PER requires more powerful
servers. Since servers are much more inexpensive compared
to wireless links, we assume that a server can be easily
upgraded with a more powerful machine or a cluster of
machines, that is, a virtual server or a server farm.
Furthermore, when compared with the client-based cache
access algorithm, the SB-PER improves the effective hit ratio

Fig. 10. Performance of the OBS and LFU versus N (K=N is a
constant). (a) Effective hit ratio versus sdatabase size (N).
(b) Communication cost versus database size (N).

significantly, that is, fewer data items are fetched from the
server. Therefore, our algorithm may perform even better in
terms of response time.
Server response time is related to many factors. CPU
cycles are on the order of microseconds (s) or even less,
and the hard disk random-seek time is on the order of a few
milliseconds (ms). Therefore, the hard disk random-seek
time is often a dominant factor for server response times
[25]. We assume that the server stores object profiles and
update profiles in the main memory; therefore, accesses to
two of these profiles do not result in a random seek on hard
disks. As shown in Fig. 2a, a random seek is performed to
locate the data item on the hard disk only when the data
item is cached or the data item is invalid (Steps 2.4 and 3.2).
For a fair comparison, we assume that metadata including
timestamps of data items can be loaded into the main
memory as well when the PER is exercised so that the PER
requires a random seek when the data item is not cached or
invalid too. Fig. 12 compares the random-seek count per
access between the PER and the SB-PER (only Case 5 is
shown). However, the PER is exercised with the LFU and
the SB-PER uses the OBS. A different replacement policy is
chosen for the PER because the PER does not provide
update information to the clients and the clients cannot use
the OBS. Fig. 12 shows that the SB-PER has a much smaller
random-seek count per access. In other words, the SB-PER
outperforms the PER in terms of server response time under
our parameter settings.

7.9 More General Network Traffic
In our analytical analysis in Section 5, data access and
update follow a Poisson distribution. In this section, we
loosen the assumption of Poisson distribution to demonstrate the performance of the proposed OBS under a more
general network traffic model. Fig. 13 is obtained when both
access and update processes follow Gamma distributions.
Although similar results can be obtained for other cases, the
figure only shows Case 3, as defined in Section 7.2. In
Figs. 13a and 13b, we vary the variance of access time. The
results show that 1) the effective hit ratio and the
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Fig. 11. Performance of the OBS and LFU at different cases with regard to the total update rate when the total access rate is fixed. (a), (c), (e), (g),
and (i) show effective hit ratio versus total update rate () for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. (b), (d), (f), (h), and (j) show communication costs
versus total update rate () for Cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

transmission costs of SB-PER/R-CB+OBS/LFU do not vary
significantly with the variance and 2) the OBS replacement
policy consistently outperforms the LFU, regardless of
whether the SB-PER or the R-CB is exercised when the
variance of access time is varying. This suggests that the
proposed OBS can be applied to more general network
traffic and consistently give better performance even
though it is based on a more stringent assumption.

8

CONCLUSION

An update can make a cached data item obsolete and, thus, a
cache hit becomes useless. Little research has consolidated
the update process into a cache algorithm design, especially
the cache replacement policy design. In this paper, we
proposed a replacement policy, the OBS, which uses both
access and update frequencies. We conducted an analytical
analysis of cache access and update. An upper bound of the
effective ratio and a lower bound of communication cost are
given. We further show that the upper bound of the effective

Fig. 12. Random-seek count per access versus u .

hit ratio and the lower bound of the communication cost can
be reached when there is no replacement. According to our
understanding of these bounds, we show that the proposed
replacement policy tries to keep the good data items in the
cache and to evict the bad data items from the cache in terms
of increasing the effective hit ratio and reducing the
communication cost. We studied its performance with two
cache access algorithms, the SB-PER and the R-CB, through
discrete-event simulations. The simulation results show that
the OBS outperforms the LFU in terms of both the effective
hit ratio and the communication cost in all of the possible
cases that we have studied. Therefore, we believe that the
OBS indeed asymptotically keeps the good data items in the
cache while evicting the bad ones.
In the simulations, we further loosen the traffic assumption with Gamma distributions and similar results are
observed. In our future work, we will address the effects of
different data item sizes and extend update-based replacement policies to client-based cache access algorithms.

Fig. 13. Metrics of network traffic of Gamma distribution. (a) Effective
hit ratio versus the variance of acess time. (b) Communication cost
versus the variance of access time.
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